Who are we?
Green Leaf Procurement is a full capabilities goods management company. We handle merchandise,
premiums, apparel, and manufactured components from ideation to delivery. Whether they are
branded or blank goods Green Leaf Procurement Oversees idea development, art guidelines,
manufacturing, shipping logistics, warehousing, fulfillment, packaging, and delivery. We are a
comprehensive complete cycle goods solution management company.
What defines us? Why are we successful?
1) Business Development Through Relationships
2) Communication
3) Manufacturing alignment / Sourcing
a. Branded Merchandise Expertise
4) Operations Management / Logistics
5) Results
Business Development through Relationships
As a privately owned company with a strong passion for achievement, we are committed to all of your
requests.
The reality is that business relationships are just like any other relationship. They require some effort to
maintain and they must be mutually beneficial. As in any relationship, you must be willing to give, share
and support, not just take or receive.
Our existing client partnerships are happy to endorse and validate our process.
Green Leaf understands our position within a client’s business. We listen, recommend, and deliver.
Communication
“Listening” is by far the most important part of communication at GLP. We adhere to a proven process
of listening and delivering.
Managing expectations: Good communication keeps all parties on the same page and allows each of
those parties to progress in decision making based on up-to date accurate information.
Honesty: at Green Leaf Procurement We say what we do and do what we say. We have no interest in
sidetracking time or effort by deviating from our proven process.
We pride ourselves on not only our range of services but also our attention to detail.

Manufacturing Alignment / Sourcing
Manufacturing and sourcing goods is very much the same as business development through
relationships - our manufacturers are an equally important part of our business.
Over the years Green Leaf has developed tremendous relationships with key on and off-shore
manufacturers allowing us great efficiencies, but also flexibilities.
Great manufacturing partners also brings Product Innovation, Quality Assurance, and Good
Communication to each and every job.
Branded Merchandise Experts
Green Leaf Procurement is known by its clients as the go-to company to get the job done right and done
right the first time.
We live by brand guidelines, PMS colors, and logo usage. We will always recommend the best
application process for your job.
We take branding seriously. It leaves a lasting, positive impression on your customers. And we hope to
do the same.
The true mark of our brand is the success of yours.

Operations Management / Logistics
GLP handles products from the manufacturing floor to your door.
With our shipping and fulfillment departments in-house, we have full capabilities to receive goods, repack, co-pack, direct ship, residential ship, or even courier items for same day delivery if needed.
Strategic alliances and contract pricing with all of the major shipping carriers, as well as daily pick-ups
from our facility makes us a very efficient shipping partner.
Green Leaf has 25,000 square feet of warehousing, 6 dock doors, a drive-in ramp, security cameras, an
alarm system, climate controlled areas, and a clean room packing area.
We carry an “Open Inspection” policy for our clients. This means if you have inventory with us, you have
full rights to visit us at any time that our doors are open in order to inspect/view your goods. No
appointment needed.

Results
Why are we successful? We deliver results, which is why we are successful.
Green Leaf will work harder, faster, and smarter for you than anyone in the business. We value our
client relationships, we understand that we are providing a service, and we understand what it takes to
build a relationship, prove that relationship, and deliver upon it.
We say what we do and do what we say and that provides us with great opportunities with our clients
year after year.
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